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opportunities (e.g., not being able to effectively monitor new job postings)? Generally, the more time and
money that can be saved through automation, the easier it is to express preferences, the lesser the risks of
making sub-optimal transaction decisions, and the
greater the loss for missed opportunities, the more
appropriate it is to employ agent technologies in electronic commerce.

Abstract
Software agents help automate a variety of tasks
including those involved in buying and selling products over
the Internet. This paper surveys several of these agentmediated electronic commerce systems by describing their
roles in the context of a Consumer Buying Behavior (CBB)
model. The CBB model we present augments traditional
marketing models with concepts from Software Agents
research to accommodate electronic markets. We then
discuss the variety of Artificial Intelligence techniques that
support agent mediation and conclude with future
directions of agent-mediated electronic commerce research.

Software agents will play an increasing variety of
roles as mediators in electronic commerce [2]. This
paper explores these roles, their supporting technologies, and how they relate to electronic commerce in its
three main forms: business-to-business, business-toconsumer, and consumer-to-consumer transactions
(with an emphasis on the latter two).

1. Introduction
Software agents are programs to which one can delegate (aspects of) a task. They differ from ÒtraditionalÓ
software in that they are personalized, continuously
running and semi-autonomous. These qualities make
agents useful for a wide variety of information and
process management tasks [1]. It should come as no
surprise that these same qualities are particularly useful for the information-rich and process-rich environment of electronic commerce.

2. Roles of Agents as Mediators in
Electronic Commerce
It is useful to explore the roles of agents as mediators in electronic commerce in the context of a common model. The model we present stems from
traditional marketing Consumer Buying Behavior
(CBB) research and comprises the actions and decisions involved in buying and using goods and services. However, we augment traditional CBB models
with concepts from Software Agents research to
accommodate electronic markets.

Electronic commerce encompasses a broad range of
issues including security, trust, reputation, law, payment mechanisms, advertising, ontologies, on-line
catalogs, intermediaries, multimedia shopping experiences, and back-ofÞce management. Agent technologies can be applied to any of these areas where a
personalized, continuously running, semi-autonomous behavior is desirable. However, certain characteristics will determine to what extent agent
technologies are appropriate.

Although CBB research covers many areas, it is
important to recognize its limitations upfront. For
example, CBB research focuses primarily on retail
markets (although many CBB concepts pertain to
business-to-business and consumer-to-consumer
markets as well) [3, 4]. Even within retail, not all shopping behaviors are captured (e.g., impulse purchasing). Also, as mentioned earlier, electronic commerce
covers a broad range of issues, some of which are
beyond the scope of a CBB model (e.g., back-ofÞce
management and other merchant issues). Nevertheless, the CBB model is a powerful tool to help us
understand the roles of agents as mediators in electronic commerce.

For example, how much time or money could be
saved if a certain process was partially automated
(e.g., comparing products from multiple merchants)?
How easy is it to express your preferences for the task
(e.g., shopping for a gift)? What are the risks of an
agent making a sub-optimal transaction decision (e.g.,
making stock market buying and selling decisions or
buying a car)? What are the consequences for missed
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signal the termination of the negotiation stage or
occur sometime afterwards (in either order). In
some cases, the available payment options (e.g.,
cash only) or delivery options may inßuence product and merchant brokering.

2.1. Consumer Buying Behavior Model
There are several descriptive theories and models
that attempt to capture consumer buying behavior Ð
e.g., the Nicosia model [5], the Howard-Sheth model
[6], the Engel-Blackwell model [7], the Bettman information-processing model [8], and the Andreasen
model [9]. Although different, these models all share a
similar list of six fundamental stages guiding consumer buying behavior. These six stages also elucidate
where agent technologies apply to the consumer shopping experience and allow us to more formally categorize existing agent-mediated electronic commerce
systems [10]:

6. Service and Evaluation
This post-purchase stage involves product service,
customer service, and an evaluation of the satisfaction of the overall buying experience and decision.
The nature of this stage (and others) depends upon
for whom the product was purchased.
As with most models, these stages represent an
approximation and simpliÞcation of complex behaviors. As noted, CBB stages often overlap and migration
from one to another can be non-linear and iterative.

1. Need IdentiÞcation
This stage characterizes the consumer becoming
aware of some unmet need. Within this stage, the
consumer can be stimulated through product information. This stage is called Problem Recognition in
the Engel-Blackwell model [7].

From this CBB perspective, we can identify the roles
for agents as mediators in electronic commerce. The
personalized, continuously-running, semi-autonomous nature of agents make them well-suited for
mediating those consumer behaviors involving information Þltering and retrieval, personalized evaluations, complex coordinations, and time-based
interactions. SpeciÞcally, these roles correspond (most
notably) to the Product Brokering, Merchant Brokering, and Negotiation stages of the Consumer Buying
Behavior model.

2. Product Brokering
This stage comprises the retrieval of information to
help determine what to buy. This encompasses the
evaluation of product alternatives based on consumer-provided criteria. The result of this stage is
called the Òconsideration setÓ of products.
3. Merchant Brokering
This stage combines the Òconsideration setÓ from
the previous stage with merchant-speciÞc information to help determine who to buy from. This
includes the evaluation of merchant alternatives
based on consumer-selected criteria (e.g., price,
warranty, availability, delivery time, reputation,
etc.). The Nicosia model merges both brokering
stages into one Search Evaluation stage [5]. The
Engel-Blackwell model dissects these two stages
orthogonally into Information Search and Evaluation
of Alternatives stages [7].

Table 1 lists the six CBB stages and shows where
several representative agent systems fall within this
space. The rest of this section expounds the three
agent-centric stages of the CBB model with examples.

2.2. Product Brokering
The Product Brokering stage of the CBB model is
where consumers determine what to buy. This occurs
after a need has been identiÞed (i.e., in the Need IdentiÞcation stage) and is achieved through a critical evaluation of retrieved product information. Table 1 shows
several agent systems that lower consumersÕ search
costs [11] when deciding which products best meet his
or her personal criteria: PersonaLogic, Fireßy, and
Tete-a-Tete.

4. Negotiation
This stage is about how to determine the terms of the
transaction. Negotiation varies in duration and
complexity depending on the market. In traditional
retail markets, prices and other aspects of the transaction are often Þxed leaving no room for negotiation. In other markets (e.g., stocks, automobile, Þne
art, local markets, etc.), the negotiation of price or
other aspects of the deal are integral to product and
merchant brokering. Traditional CBB models do not
identify this stage explicitly, but the conclusion of
the Negotiation stage is comparable to the Choice or
Decision stage found in other models [5, 7].

PersonaLogic [12] is a tool that enables consumers
to narrow down the products that best meet their
needs by guiding them through a large product feature
space. The system Þlters out unwanted products
within a given domain by allowing shoppers to specify
constraints on a productÕs features. A constraint satisfaction engine then returns an ordered list of only
those products that satisfy all of the hard constraints.
Like PersonaLogic, Fireßy services [13, 14] help consumers Þnd products. However, instead of Þltering

5. Purchase and Delivery
The purchase and delivery of a product can either
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Only a few primitive event-alerting tools (e.g., Amazon.comÕs ÒEyesÓ program) help anticipate consumersÕ needs and provide paths into the subsequent CBB stages. However,
systems like Fireßy can alert a consumer with product recommendations when consumers with similar interests purchase speciÞc products.
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Post-purchase evaluation usually includes feedback about two distinct elements of the
shopping process: product brokering and merchant brokering. Traditionally, customer
remarks are accessible (and used) by either the marketing staff of manufacturers or the
customer satisfaction staff of merchants. However, agent-based distributed trust and reputation mechanisms (e.g., KasbahÕs Better Business Bureau) enable customers to share
and combine their experiences and use merchant and product reputations as additional
aspects of brokering and negotiation.

Table 1 : Roles and Examples of Agent Systems as Mediators in Electronic Commerce
chants who wanted to be included in BargainFinderÕs
price comparison. In short, companies competing on
price and/or desiring more exposure wanted to be
included, the others didnÕt.

products based on features, Fireßy recommends products via a Òword of mouthÓ recommendation mechanism called automated collaborative Þltering (ACF).
ACF Þrst compares a shopperÕs product ratings with
those of other shoppers. After identifying the shopperÕs Ònearest neighborsÓ (i.e., users with similar
tastes), ACF recommends products that they rated
highly but which the shopper has not yet rated, potentially resulting in serendipitous Þnds. Essentially, Fireßy uses the opinions of like-minded people to offer
recommendations. The system is currently used to recommend commodity products such as music and
books.

Jango [16, 17] can be viewed as an advanced BargainFinder. The original Jango version ÒsolvedÓ the
merchant blocking issue by having the product
requests originate from each consumerÕs Web browser
instead of from a central site as in BargainFinder. This
way, requests to merchants from a Jango-augmented
Web browser appeared as requests from ÒrealÓ customers. This kind of Òaggressive interoperabilityÓ
makes it convenient for consumers to shop for commodity products but does not leave merchants with
many options. If merchants provide public on-line catalogs, they can be accessed by agents whether merchants want this or not.

2.3. Merchant Brokering
Whereas the Product Brokering stage compares
product alternatives, the Merchant Brokering stage compares merchant alternatives.

JangoÕs modus operandi is simple: once a shopper
has identiÞed a speciÞc product, Jango can simultaneously query merchant sites (from a list now maintained by Excite, Inc.) for its price. These results allow
a consumer to compare merchant offerings on price.

Andersen ConsultingÕs BargainFinder was the Þrst
shopping agent for on-line price comparisons [15].
Given a speciÞc product, BargainFinder requests its
price from each of nine different merchant Web sites
using the same request as from a Web browser.
Although a limited proof-of-concept system, BargainFinder offers valuable insights into the issues involved
in price comparisons in the on-line world. For example, one third of the on-line CD merchants accessed by
BargainFinder blocked all of its price requests. One
reason for this was that merchants inherently do not
want to compete on price alone. Value-added services
that merchants offered on their Web sites were being
bypassed by BargainFinder and therefore not considered in the consumerÕs buying decision. However, it
was also the case that Andersen Consulting received
requests from an equal number of little-known mer-

The MIT Media LabÕs Kasbah [18, 19] is an on-line,
multiagent classiÞed ad system. A user wanting to buy
or sell a good creates an agent, gives it some strategic
direction, and sends it off into a centralized agent marketplace. Kasbah agents proactively seek out potential
buyers or sellers and negotiate with them on behalf of
their owners. Each agentÕs goal is to complete an
acceptable deal, subject to a set of user-speciÞed constraints such as a desired price, a highest (or lowest)
acceptable price, and a date by which to complete the
transaction. The latest version of Kasbah incorporates
a distributed trust and reputation mechanism called
the Better Business Bureau. Upon the completion of a
3

transaction, both parties may rate how well the other
party managed their half of the deal (e.g., accuracy of
product condition, completion of the transaction, etc.).
Agents can then use these ratings to determine if they
should negotiate with agents whose owners fall below
a user-speciÞed reputation threshold.

that assist customers in negotiating the terms of a
transaction: AuctionBot, Kasbah, and Tete-a-Tete.
AuctionBot [23, 24] is a general purpose Internet
auction server at the University of Michigan. AuctionBot users create new auctions to sell products by
choosing from a selection of auction types and then
specifying its parameters (e.g., clearing times, method
for resolving bidding ties, the number of sellers permitted, etc.). Buyers and sellers can then bid according
to the multi-lateral distributive negotiation protocols
of the created auction. In a typical scenario, a seller
would bid a reservation price after creating the auction
and let AuctionBot manage and enforce buyer bidding
according to the auction protocol and parameters.

2.4. Negotiation
From our CBB perspective, the Negotiation stage is
where the price or other terms of the transaction are
determined.1 Examples of where we see negotiation
used in commerce include stock markets (e.g., NYSE
and NASDAQ), Þne art auction houses (e.g., SothebyÕs
and ChristieÕs), ßower auctions (e.g., Aalsmeer, Holland), and various ad-hoc haggling (e.g., automobile
dealerships and commission-based electronics stores).

What makes AuctionBot different from most other
auction sites, however, is that it provides an application programmable interface (API) for users to create
their own software agents to autonomously compete
in the AuctionBot marketplace. Such an API provides
a semantically sound interface to the marketplace
unlike the ÒwrapperÓ technologies discussed in sections 3.1 and 3.4. However, as with the Fishmarket
Project [25, 26], it is left to the users to encode their own
bidding strategies. Fishmarket is not currently being
used as a real-world system, but it has hosted tournaments to compare opponentsÕ hand-crafted bidding
strategies [27] along the lines of AxelrodÕs prisonerÕs
dilemma tournaments [28].

The beneÞt of dynamically negotiating a price for a
product instead of Þxing it is that it relieves the merchant from needing to determine the value of the good
a priori. Rather, this burden is pushed into the marketplace itself. A result of this is that limited resources are
allocated fairly Ð i.e., to those who value them most.
However, there are impediments to using negotiation. In the physical world, certain types of auctions
require that all parties be geographically co-located,
for example, in auction houses. Also, negotiating may
be too complicated or frustrating for the average consumer. For instance, this sentiment inspired Saturn
automobile dealerships to switch from price negotiation to Þxed-price in order to appease its customers.
Finally, some negotiation protocols occur over an
extended period of time which does not cater to impatient or time-constrained consumers. In general, realworld negotiations accrue transaction costs that may
be too high for either consumers or merchants [20].

Kasbah, as described earlier, is a Web-based multiagent classiÞed ad system where users create buying
and selling agents to help transact products. These
agents automate much of the Merchant Brokering and
Negotiation CBB stages for both buyers and sellers.
Negotiation in Kasbah is straightforward. After
buying agents and selling agents are matched, the only
valid action in the negotiation protocol is for buying
agents to offer a bid to selling agents with no restrictions on time or price. Selling agents respond with
either a binding ÒyesÓ or ÒnoÓ.

Fortunately, many of these impediments disappear
in the digital world. For example, OnSale [21] and
eBayÕs AuctionWeb [22] are two popular Web sites that
sell refurbished and second-hand products using a
choice of auction protocols. Unlike auction houses,
these sites do not require that participants be geographically co-located. However, these sites still
require that consumers manage their own negotiation
strategies over an extended period of time. This is
where agent technologies come in.

Given this protocol, Kasbah provides buyers with
one of three negotiation ÒstrategiesÓ: anxious, coolheaded, and frugal Ð corresponding to a linear, quadratic, or exponential function respectively for increasing its bid for a product over time. The simplicity of
these negotiation heuristics makes it intuitive for users
to understand what their agents are doing in the marketplace.2 This was important for user acceptance as
observed in a recent Media Lab experiment [18]. A

Table 1 shows several representative agent systems
1. Like the term ÒagentÓ, there is no consensus on the definition of the term Ònegotiation.Ó Economists, game theorists, business managers, political scientists, and artiÞcial
intelligence researchers each provide unique perspectives
on its meaning. We offer a broad deÞnition of ÒnegotiationÓ in section 3.3.

2. Unlike other multi-agent marketplaces [29], Kasbah
does not concern itself with optimal strategies or convergence properties. Rather, Kasbah provides more descriptive strategies that model typical haggling behavior found
in classiÞed ad markets.
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can vary greatly in complexity. Keyword-based search
is one of the simplest techniques that involves matching different combinations of keywords (sometimes in
boolean form). A more advanced form of Þltering is
the one based on extracting semantic information from
a documentÕs contents. This can be achieved by using
techniques like associative networks of keywords in a
sentence or price list, or directed graphs of words that
form sentences.

larger Kasbah experiment is now underway at MIT
allowing students to transact books and music [19].
Tete-a-Tete [30, 31] provides a unique negotiation
approach to retail sales. Unlike most other on-line
negotiation systems which competitively negotiate
over price, Tete-a-Tete agents cooperatively negotiate
across multiple terms of a transaction Ð e.g., warranties, delivery times, service contracts, return policies,
loan options, gift services, and other merchant valueadded services. Like Kasbah, this negotiation takes the
form of multi-agent, bilateral bargaining but not using
simple raise or decay functions as in Kasbah. Instead,
Tete-a-TeteÕs shopping agents follow an argumentative
style of negotiation with sales agents (similar to [32])
and use the evaluation constraints captured during the
Product Brokering and Merchant Brokering stages as
dimensions of a multi-attribute utility (discussed in
section 3.3). This utility is used by a consumerÕs shopping agent to rank order merchant offerings based on
how well they satisfy the consumerÕs preferences. In
essence, Tete-a-Tete integrates all three of the Product
Brokering, Merchant Brokering, and Negotiation CBB
stages.

Systems like BargainFinder and Jango try to collect
information (e.g., product descriptions, prices,
reviews, etc.) from many different Web information
sources. These sources were intended to be read by
humans and their content is rendered accordingly (i.e.,
in HTML). Different sources have different inputs
(e.g., CGI-scripts, Java applets) and presentation methods, so recommender systems have to adjust their
interaction methods depending upon the Web site.
Since there is no standard way of deÞning and accessing merchant offerings, most recommender systems
employ ÒwrappersÓ to transform the information from
a speciÞc Web site into a locally common format.
Different systems follow alternate approaches to
creating wrappers. In BargainFinder, the Internet locations of on-line CD stores and the methods to access
them (i.e., searching for a product and getting its price)
are hand-coded by Andersen Consulting programmers. This method worked well at the beginning but is
very hard to scale since it involves maintaining the
wrapper for each site whenever it changes its access
methods or catalog presentation format. Jango helps
automate the creation of wrappers for new sites by
generalizing from example query responses to on-line
merchant databases. This technique is not perfect, but
boasts a nearly 50% success rate in navigating random
Internet resources [44].

3. Agent Technologies for
Electronic Commerce
Most of the technologies supporting todayÕs agentmediated electronic commerce systems stem from
ArtiÞcial Intelligence (AI) research. From extracting
meaning from ambiguous Web pages [17, 33] to planning trips to Hawaii [34, 35], from learning usersÕ
music preferences [14, 13] to negotiating delivery contracts [36, 37] and deciding on which car to buy [38,
39], AI technologies will continue to provide software
agents with increased know-how to successfully mediate electronic commerce transactions.

Fireßy uses a collaborative-based Þltering technology
[14, 45] to recommend products to consumers. Systems
using collaborative techniques use feedback and ratings from different consumers to Þlter out irrelevant
information. These systems do not attempt to analyze
or ÒunderstandÓ the features or the descriptions of the
products. Rather, they use consumersÕ rankings to create a ÒlikabilityÓ index for each product. This index is
not global, but is statistically computed for each user
on the ßy by using the proÞles of other users with similar interests. Products that are liked by similarminded people will have priority over products that
are disliked.

In this section, we review several AI technologies
that support the systems described in section 2, discuss
user interface challenges, then focus on issues and
technologies concerning the next-generation agentmediated electronic commerce infrastructure.

3.1. Recommender Systems
The majority of product recommender systems are
developed using content-based, collaborative-based
or constraint-based Þltering methods as their underlying technology.

As in content-based approaches, constraint-based Þltering uses features of items to determine their relevance. However, unlike most feature-based techniques
which access data in their native formats, constraintbased techniques require that the problem and solu-

In content-based Þltering [40, 41, 42, 43] the system
processes information from various sources and tries
to extract useful features and elements about its content. The techniques used in content-based Þltering
5

shopping environments have not yet lived up to their
expectations due to the awkwardness of navigating 3D
worlds with 2D interfaces and other technical limitations (e.g., bandwidth).

tion space be formulated in terms of variables,
domains, and constraints. Once formulated in this
way, however, a number of general purpose (and powerful) constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) techniques
can be employed to Þnd a solution [46, 47].

Another example is the introduction of sales agent
avatars Ð semi-animated graphical characters that
interact in natural language with the consumer and
feature a long-term consistent ÒpersonalityÓ that
remembers each customer, his or her shopping habits,
etc. Anthropomorphized avatars (e.g., from Extempo
[50]) attempt to mimic real-world sales agents to provide a more engaging on-line shopping experience
and assist customers in Þnding the products that best
meet their needs. Through immediate positive feedback and personalized attention, anthropomorphized
sales agents can help build engaging, trusted relationships with customers [51]. However, the AI technologies behind the graphical representations of todayÕs
avatars are not yet up to meeting their usersÕ expectations. Due to this and other reasons, the anthropomorphization of agents is still a controversial approach
[52].

Many problems can be formulated as a CSP such as
scheduling, planning, conÞguration, and machine
vision problems. In PersonaLogic, CSP techniques are
used in the Product Brokering CBB stage to evaluate
product alternatives. Given a set of constraints on
product features, PersonaLogic Þlters products that
donÕt meet the given ÒhardÓ constraints and prioritizes
the remaining products using ÒsoftÓ constraints
(which need not be completely satisÞed).
Tete-a-Tete uses CSP techniques to assist shoppers
in the Product Brokering, Merchant Brokering, and
Negotiation CBB stages. This is achieved by consumers providing product constraints (as in PersonaLogic)
as well as merchant constraints such as price, delivery
time, warranty, etc. Hard and soft constraints are used
to Þlter and prioritize products and merchants as well
as construct a multi-attribute utility that is used to
negotiate with the merchants. Tete-a-TeteÕs argumentative style of negotiation resembles a distributed CSP
[48] with merchants providing counter-proposals to
each customerÕs critiques [32].

The issue of trust is very important in any agent system, especially when money is involved. A crucial
issue in developing trust in agent systems is the ability
of an agent to exhibit somewhat predictable behavior
and to provide an explanation for its actions. For
instance, a consumer can follow the decision process of
a constraint satisfaction system like PersonaLogic
much easier than that of a collaborative Þltering system like Fireßy which bases its recommendations on
ÒinvisibleÓ clusters of like-minded people. In regards
to complexity and predictability of behaviors, preliminary experiments with the Kasbah system showed that
consumers preferred simple, predictable agents with
pre-determined negotiation strategies over ÒsmarterÓ
agents that continuously adapted their behavior
depending on an analysis of the marketplace.

3.2. User Interface Approaches
Traditional shopping experiences vary depending
upon the needs of the consumer and nature of the
product offerings. For instance, sometimes a shopper
is just browsing without a speciÞc intention to buy or
sometimes the shopper intends to buy but is unfamiliar with the features of the speciÞc product category
(e.g., ÒI just need a camcorder whose tapes are compatible with my VCR.Ó). Other times, the shopper intends
to buy and has a deep understanding of the product
category (e.g., ÒI need a S-VHS camcorder with x16
optical zoom.Ó) Matching the systemÕs user interface
with the consumerÕs manner of shopping will likely
result in greater customer satisfaction.

It is safe to assert that, as with any software system,
agents that mediate electronic commerce transactions
can greatly beneÞt from well-designed and well-tested
user interfaces [53].

The user interface that most systems offer today is
an Òelectronic catalogÓ which resembles an enhanced
price list with search capabilities. Unfortunately, these
searchable lists still make it hard for consumers to
associate a product with their speciÞc needs and afford
less engaging shopping experiences than their physical-store counterparts.

3.3. Negotiation Mechanisms
Negotiation is a form of decision-making where two
or more parties jointly search a space of possible solutions with the goal of reaching a consensus [37]. Economics and game theory describe such interactions in
terms of protocols and strategies. The protocols of a
negotiation comprise the rules (i.e., the valid actions)
of the game. An example of a simple negotiation protocol is the Dutch auction where the only legal bidding
action is an open outcry of Òmine!Ó (or comparable) as

One approach to help overcome these problems is
the on-line mimicking of familiar physical-world
shopping elements. For example, 3D VRML shopping
malls have been developed to provide a more familiar
shopping context. Although promising [49], these
6

focused on only one or two CBB stages (see Table 1).
Ideally, we would be able to mix and match systems
playing in complementary stages to provide a full consumer shopping experience. Unfortunately, these systems were not designed to interoperate in this way and
linking these disparate systems together would
require a good deal of work.

an auctioneer decrements the price of the good. We
discussed other negotiation protocols in section 2.4.
For a given protocol, a bidder uses a rational strategy
(i.e., a plan of action) to maximize his or her utility.
Decision analysis tools help identify optimal strategies
given a bidderÕs preferences and knowledge (e.g.,
motivation, valuation, risk, information asymmetry,
etc.) [39].

In fact, several of the systems discussed (e.g., BargainFinder and Jango), require proprietary ÒwrapperÓ
techniques to ÒscrapeÓ Web pages for product and
merchant content. This is because Web pages are currently written in HTML (hypertext markup language)
which is a data format language. In contrast, XML
(extensible markup language) is a data content metalanguage allowing for the semantic tagging of data [65,
66, 67]. Microsoft and Netscape have each promised
support for XML with style sheets in their respective
Web browsers to help replace HTML with XML as the
language of the Web. The World Wide Web Consortium has recently proposed the Þrst version of the
XML speciÞcation.

Whereas economics research often focuses on partial and general equilibrium aspects of market-based
negotiation, game theory research tends to focus on
identifying optimal (self-interested) strategies and predicting outcomes for a variety of negotiation protocols
[37]. A key idea from both of these research areas is
that the speciÞcation of the protocol will have substantial, rippling effects on the nature of the overall system
[37]. In other words, protocol design in the CBB Negotiation stage of agent-mediated electronic commerce
should be considered carefully.
The research area that merges negotiation with software agents is the broad Þeld of Multi-Agent Systems
(MAS) which Þnds its roots in Distributed ArtiÞcial
Intelligence (DAI). Early DAI work modeled negotiation as Distributed Problem Solving and assumed a
high degree of cooperation among agents in order to
jointly achieve a common goal [54, 55]. For example,
the Persuader intermediary system combined multiattribute utility theory and case-based reasoning to
identify a mutually optimal deal during labor relation
negotiations [56, 57]. More recent MAS work in market-based systems (e.g., AuctionBot [23]), on the other
hand, assumes total self-interest and a high degree of
competition among agents during negotiations for limited resources [58].

However, XML is not a panacea for system interoperability. Even with tagged data, tags need to be
semantically consistent across merchant boundaries at
least for the full value chain of a given industry. CommerceNet and member organizations are working
towards such common ontologies [68]. However, itÕs
still an open question how transactional terms should
be universally deÞned and who should manage their
evolution.
Related agent-based languages and protocols
include KIF (Knowledge Interchange Format) [69],
KQML (Knowledge Query Manipulation Language)
[70, 71], and Ontolingua [72], an ontology sharing protocol. These were designed so heterogeneous agents
and systems could describe knowledge and communicate it meaningfully in order to interoperate. In electronic commerce, this knowledge would include the
deÞnitions and semantics of consumer proÞles, merchants, goods, services, value-added services, and
negotiation protocols (among others).

Much of the work in agent-mediated negotiations
can be traced back to the Contract Net [59]. The original
Contract Net was a distributed problem solving system designed for opportunistic, adaptive task allocation with agents announcing tasks, placing bids, and
awarding contracts. Limitations of the original Contract Net Protocol (CNP) have been addressed in more
recent work by Sandholm and Lesser [36, 58]. Related
work includes Malone, et al.Õs Enterprise system
which allocates computer tasks using negotiation
mechanisms [60] and protocols for automated coalition formation among agents [61, 62, 63, 64]. These latter protocols allow self-interested agents to cooperate
on tasks (e.g., leverage economies of scale) without a
priori relationships among their owners.

For business-to-business electronic commerce, the
dominant protocol is EDI (Electronic Data Interchange). EDI is a set of ANSI and U.N. standard protocols for inter-business transactions [73, 74]. EDI
facilitates large-scale, repetitive, pre-arranged transactions between businesses in speciÞc industries with
each industry adapting the EDI protocol to its speciÞc
needs. Standard EDI transactions are performed
through expensive, proprietary Value-Added Networks (VANs). Although a pioneering protocol for
inter-business electronic commerce, EDI has several
disadvantages: it is ambiguous, expensive to implement and maintain, and it is focused on large scale

3.4. Infrastructure, Languages, Protocols
As discussed, there are already many agent-mediated electronic commerce systems, each roughly
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plex goals, changing environments, and disconnected
parties. The greatest changes may occur, however,
once standards are adopted and evolved to unambiguously and universally deÞne goods and services, consumer and merchant proÞles, value-added services,
secure payment mechanisms, inter-business electronic
forms, etc.

business-to-business transactions leaving small and
medium-sized enterprises (SME) without a businessto-business transaction protocol standard. This forces
business relationships to be established a priori and
provides a disincentive to dynamically explore more
lucrative deals.
Other electronic commerce protocol proposals that
agents may need to ÒspeakÓ include Internet-based
EDI (EDIINT) [75], XML/EDI (a grassroots effort) [76],
Information Content & Exchange (ICE) [77] for the
exchange of on-line assets among companies, Open
Buying on the Internet (OBI) [78] for high-volume,
low-dollar business-to-business purchases, as well as a
host of niche protocols such as Open Financial
Exchange (OFX) [79] for Þnancial transactions, Secure
Electronic Transactions (SET) [80] for credit card transactions, and Open ProÞling Standard (OPS) and Personal Privacy Preferences Project (P3P) [81] for
deÞning privacy options for consumer proÞle data Ð to
name only a few.

During this next-generation of agent-mediated electronic commerce, agents will enhance customer satisfaction
and
streamline
business-to-business
transactions, reducing transaction costs at every stage
of the supply chain. At some critical threshold, new
types of transactions will emerge in the form of
dynamic relationships among previously unknown
parties. Agents will strategically form and reform coalitions to bid on contracts and leverage economies of
scale Ð in essence, creating dynamic business partnerships that exist only as long as necessary. It is in this
third-generation of agent-mediated electronic commerce where companies will be at their most agile and
markets will approach perfect efÞciency.

In addition to document and protocol standards,
there is a need for electronic commerce component
standards for objects and agents. There are several
competing technologies in this space including the
Object Management GroupÕs CORBA/IIOP (Common
Object Request Broker Architecture/Internet InterORB Protocol) [82, 83], MicrosoftÕs COM and DCOM
[84], and SunÕs Java and RMI (Remote Method Invocation) [85, 86] as well as several mobile agent platforms
such as ObjectSpaceÕs Voyager [87], MitsubishiÕs Concordia [88], General MagicÕs Odyssey [89], and IBMÕs
Aglets [90] Ð several of which have been proposed for
OMGÕs Mobile Agent Facility (MAF) [91]. Requirements for open, heterogeneous component-based
commerce systems include backward-compatibility to
ÒlegacyÓ systems, fault-tolerance, efÞcient performance, extensibility, scalability, security, some concurrency control, and some registry mechanisms to tie all
of the pieces together. Many of these issues are core to
multi-agent systems research, distributed database
research, distributed systems research, and group
communications research.
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